
Job Title Civic Science Fellow
PVN ID RC-2312-006025
Category Research
Location CUNY-ADVANCED SCIENCE RESEARCH CENTER

Department ASRC IS Hub
Status Full Time
Annual Salary $80,000.00 - $85,000.00
Hour(s) a Week 35
Closing Date Feb 12, 2024 (Or Until Filled)

General Description

SUMMARY                          

This position is for a Civic Science Fellow to help research, analyze and expand the work of CUNY ASRC
IlluminationSpace Hub, a collective space for science communications, outreach and education at CUNY. This
18-month-long, fulltime fellowship position is funded through a grant from the Rita Allen Foundation, which
supports work to build a network of learning and practice that connects research, communities, and evidence-
informed methods in the civic science space.

Rita Allen Civic Science Fellows are early career leaders from diverse demographic, cultural, and professional
backgrounds. They possess expertise in disciplines that are relevant to civic science and are poised to work
effectively across communities and stakeholders. Civic Science Fellows may come from any number of
professional backgrounds, including the biological, physical, or social sciences; math, technology, or
engineering; media, journalism or communication; science education or museums; science funding; community
organizing; the nonprofit sector; or public policy.

HOST ORGANIZATION INFORMATION

The Advanced Science Research Center at the CUNY Graduate Center (CUNY ASRC) is a 200,000 square-
foot facility in upper Manhattan designed to promote collaboration among scientists in five increasingly
connected and vital areas of global research and innovation: nanoscience, photonics, structural biology,
neuroscience, and environmental sciences.

Since 2014, the CUNY ASRC has served as an integrated research network bringing together faculty,
students, and post-doctoral fellows to perform cutting-edge science; educate the next generation of STEM
leaders; and elevate interdisciplinary science across the CUNY system and greater New York City. Creating a
more inclusive, diverse STEM community within and beyond CUNY is a vital component of our mission, and
the CUNY ASRC IlluminationSpace Hub is a primary vehicle for our STEM diversity, equity and inclusion work.

The IlluminationSpace Hub is designed to fostering deep, ongoing collaboration between CUNY STEM and
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New York City communities, making science more responsive to local needs, and providing pathways to STEM
education and careers for underrepresented and under-resourced groups. Our goal is to expand and deepen
the way CUNY STEM facilitates science for the public good through programs that drive improvements in four
areas: K-16+ STEM education, science communication, community-based science, and STEM workforce
development.

Other Duties

GENERAL DUTIES

The CUNY ASRC is seeking a Civic Science Fellow to help research, analyze and expand the work of our
IlluminationSpace Hub. The Fellow will work in partnership with the IlluminationSpace Hub’s leadership to
design and execute their project.

During the first two years of the hub’s work, we piloted and evaluated several programs that are designed to
bring science and research into communities, equip young researchers with the skills to communicate science
to a diverse public, and create greater collaboration between local communities and CUNY STEM researchers.
As we move into our next phase of work, the Civic Science Fellow will play an essential role in our work to:

Develop a dynamic ecosystem map that identifies and connects our program participants and partners
across divides and elucidate their individual and shared value propositions.
Design and implement a successful civic science model which can be scaled and reproduced by other
public universities that aim to diversify and make STEM more accessible and inclusive.

At the heart of this work will be identifying through an equity and inclusion lens what constitutes an effective,
engaged civic science ecosystem where all participants feel ownership of and benefit from the work.

The Civic Science Fellow will work onsite at the CUNY ASRC, but they will spend a significant amount of time
in the field researching, connecting and meeting with existing and potential partners and community members.
The Fellow will also participate in cohort learning and networking activities hosted by the Rita Allen
Foundation. Responsibilities will include:

Conducting research and data gathering to assess and identify effective community building opportunities
and tactics for the IlluminationSpace Hub.
Attending internal and external meetings, events and activities with partners and potential partners to
further relationship and partnership building opportunities.
Devising a clear map of the various stakeholders and knowledge holders that will be critical participants
and partners in our local civic science ecosystem.
Elucidating the shared value propositions for our stakeholders and knowledge holders and opportunities
for collective impact.
Devising a set of recommendations for building this ecosystem community.
Developing a final project that illuminates the process, elements and early outcomes of our civic science
ecosystem mapping effort, which can be shared with other similarly situated institutions that are interested
in creating an inclusive civic science community (possibly through a white paper or journal article).
Attend and participate in the Rita Allen hosted Civic Science Fellows meetings and activities.

This position is a non-tax levy appointment supported by funds administered through the Research Foundation
of The City University of New York. As such you will be considered an employee of the Research Foundation



and will be subject to Research Foundation personnel policies and procedures for project employees. All
appointments are subject to budgetary guidelines, fiscal constraints, and satisfactory performance assessment
with no presumption of retention.

Qualifications

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

Bachelor's Degree and at least five years related experience required; master’s degree preferred. Civic
Science Fellow candidates must also have:

A background relevant to civic science, including (but not limited to) experience in fields such as
biological, physical, or social science; math, technology, or engineering; media, journalism,
communications, arts, or design; formal or informal science learning; science funding; community
organizing; nonprofit sector; or public policy.
Existing work or demonstrable interest in investigating emergent, anticipatory issues in science and
technology with social, ethical, and/or economic importance.
Willingness to integrate research and practice, e.g., the science of engagement, collaboration, and
related areas of exploration.
Ability to work effectively with people from communities that have traditionally been underrepresented in
scientific fields, with a commitment to broadening benefits
Skills to develop, independently manage, and execute at least one project with the potential to contribute
new knowledge and innovative ideas to the civic science field and the host institution.
Outstanding ability to organize, collect and analyze information and data, and share it in an accessible
manner (e.g., written or other formats) so it is relevant and useful to multiple audiences.

OTHER QUALIFICATIONS

Excellent writing skills.
Proficiency in MS Office applications.
Proficiency with Zoom meeting and webinar functions.
Adept at implementing and using project management software to archive and advance deadline work.
Experience executing focus groups and surveys.
Familiarity with collective impact frameworks and tools.

Please submit your resume and a concise cover letter addressing what role you believe public universities
have in advancing civic science and how your experience is relevant to designing effective civic science
partnerships. 
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